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The words on this list are used in this booklet. Please review the terms and learn the definitions. The meanings of the.

words as used in the text may not be the form of the word with which you are familiir.
k

Word/Terms .
1. Cue and cueing A signal or sign that indicates the nature-of something...to occuri-giving 2 cue.

2. Daily Lesson Plan A plan which summarizes the instructional activities for a day's lesson.

3. Estabbsbmg an Apperceptive Base Creating a readyness to learn by associating newknowledge with information

previotisly, mastered. .

4. Instructional Aids Tools for presenting information that do not rely on your offering the information vetinlly

5. Learnmg Environment The setting where you provide related instruCtion.

6." Motivation The stimulation of lerner behavior.

7. Paraphrasing Stating in one's.Own wOrds.

8. Plan for Instruction A summary, of the instructional program which presents content areas, performance

objectives, sequence, types of instructional activities and evaluation times.
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1. How to Use This Bookletr

. Whit Is The Series About?

Related subjects instruction is an essential part of every
apprenticeship program. It is the program component
through which apprentices are taught the bhckground
theory and range of application of associated technical
subjects such as mathematics, -science and safe-Y. Related
instruction usually takes place in a classroom, 'after the
regular work is over. Most frequently, related instruction is
taught by a -skilled tradesperson or craftworker. For the
tradesperson or craftworker to be an effective trainer, he or
she must not only know their trade, skill, but also must use
teachingsicills appropriate for conveying that information
to apprentices. This series of materials is written to train
related subjects instructors in the critical teaching skills
necessary to perform their jobs effectively. The titles of the
bookleis in the series are:

1. Introduction to Related Subjects Instruction and
Inservice Training Materials

2. Planning the Apprenticeship Program
3. Planning Related Subjects Irdtruction
4. Developing instructional Materials for Apprentices
5. Presenting litjormation to Apprentices
6. Directing Learning Activities for Instruction
7 Providing for Individual Learner Needs
8...Contro211ingInstructiottal Settings
9. Evaluating Apprentice Performance

10. Communicating with Apprentices

The first booklet introduces the series, describes the
.content of each booldet, and provides an overview of
apprenticeship and of adult learners. The second booklet
describes how to plan an apprenticeship program and may
be used by'related instructors, sponsors or service agefi-

, des. Each of the other eight booklets deals with a set.of
training skills judged by a panel of experts on. appren-

, ticeship to be critical to yvorking effectively as a related
subjects instructor.

What Is This Booklet About?

The information for the apprentice instrUctor in this
booklet is about the methods and prqcedures of presenting
information to apprentices in related subjegis instruction.
Resenting information is one of the major responsibilities

of the apprentice instructor, since it is the principal means
for conveying the technical information, auxiliary informa-
tion and other pertinent information required on the job by
the apprentice. To present informationieffectively, you must
perform several very important skills associated with the
task of transmitting information to th-e- apprentices. This
booklet provides instruction for },ou in five of the most
important of those skills:

1. Plan to present information in the related subjects'
experience;

2. Introduce lessons and provide clear expectations and
directions for apprentice activity and outcomes, "

3. Vary the methods of presenting information (such as
lecture, discussion, individualized instruction, role
play and others);

4. Ilse instruCtional aids in the presentation of related
subjects information; and

5. Modify the instruction, based upon feedback from
apprentices. ,*

What Must I Do to Complete
My Work in This Booklet?

Working your way through this booklet will require you
.to read.the text,-to answer-the questions,-to-perform-the-
exercises, and to complete the pre- and post-assessment
instruments. Expect to spend about five hours working
through the materials. The only resources you need to
complete your work in this booklet air: (1) a copy of the
booklet; (2) a pencil or pen; (3) aboiSt two hours of time;
and `(4) recollection of past related iritruction experiences.

The materials are written in a self-instructional, pro;
grammed format. You may work through the text, examples
and questions at your own pace and leisure; you need not
complete your work in the-booklet at one sitting.

Each chapter in the booklet is devoted to a single skill.
The .general format of, the chapters is similar, with the
following pans:

1. An introduction describing the skillincl_the instnir-
tional objectives for that skill.

2. li/hat is, when and why to use the skill.
3. Step-by-step directions for how to perform the skill.
4. An example of how the skill is used in related

instrUction.

6
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2 Presenting Information

5. A self test e.iercise to apply the informYtion about the
skill.

6. Additional sources of niformation.

This booklet con'cludes with an appendix that contains
the answers to the self-test exercises from each chapter and
the posttest.

Your activities in working through this booklet will
include, in order, the following thing:

Complete the selfassessment;
Read and consider in detail the introduction, and
objectives for each skill;
Read and study the text, examples and illustrations
provided for each skill;
Complete the self test exercise for chapter and com

,

pare your answers with those provided in the
appendix; . .

If you Complete the exercise as directed continue
your wurk in the booklet, if you fail to answer the
questions correctly, repeat your work in the chapter
under consideration; and

4.7

At the conclus. ion of the booklet, domplete the post-
test for the unit. Check your vswers against those
provided. If you exceed the criteria, continue your
work in the next booklet; if you fail to demonstrate
mastery, repeat portions of this booklet as needed.

How Much Do I Know About The
Subject Before I Begin?

flie self assessment will assist you to focus on compe-''
tency areas associated with presenting information. Read
each competepcy statement listed in Figure 1 and assess
your level of knowledge about and your level of skill in
performing that task Knowledge means what you know
about the subject while skill means your experience in
successfully performing the task. Circle the number that
best describes your level of knowledge and skill. Compe- .
tencies where your ratings are poor or tair are those that c
you should concentrate on. Pay particular attention to the \
chapters which deaf with those compencies.

4
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How To Use This Booklet

Figure 1 Presenting Information to Apprentices
Self Assessment

3

Chapter in Booklet Competencies

Ratings

Poor Fair Good Excellent

2 Skill: Plan to present 1. Detemine appropriateness of knowledge 1 2 3 4
information in the
related subjects

information Skill 1 2 3 4

experience 2. Determine how much information Knowledge 1 2 3 4
to present Skill 1 2 3 4

3. List Principal points to be taught Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

4. Consider alternative instructional Knowledge 1 2 3 4
, procedures

\
Skill , 1 2 3 4

.. /
3. Skill: Introduce 5. Explain object of lesson Knowledge i 2 3 4

lesson and provide -Skill 1. 2 3 4
clear expectations
and directions 6. Provide clear directions Knowledge

Skill.

1

1

, 2

2
3

3

4

4

7. Make certain directions are Knowledge 1 2 3 4
understood Skill 1 2 3 4 =

4. Skill: Vary methods 8. Utilize different methods of Knowledge 1 2 3 4

. tfor presenting
information'

instruction Skill 1 2 3 4

9. Show applications of information Knowledge .1 2 3 4

, Skill 1 2 3 4

10. Summarize key points ' Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

5. Skill: Use 11. Review instructional aids Knowledge 1 2 3 4
instructionAl aids in
presenting
information

Skill 1 2 3 4

12. Prepare instructional aids Knowledge 1 2 3 4
Skill 1 2 3 4

13. Be familiar with uses of 'Knowledge 1 2 3 4
instructional aids Skill 1 2 3 4

6. Skill: Modify 14. Obtain information for use id Knowledge 2-. 3 4

instruction based on ,v
l6mer feedback -

- instructional modification Skill . 2 3

15. Review feedback from Knowledge 2 3 4
apprentices - Skill 1 2 3 4
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s, 2:" Skill: Plati To Present Information
In The Related Subjects Experien&

Introduction And Objectives .
. ..

In meeting the responsibility of providing related subjects
instruction, you as a related subjects instrUctor must convey
information in the instructional setting. In this regard, it is
important from the, beginning that you be aWare of the
particular needs of apprentices to acquire specific know-
ledge and skills-and that you hive practical ideas about
how the knowledge and skills canbe applied to on-the-job
experiences. This requires (1) that you be familiar with the
subject matter' under consideration such as science, mathe-
matics, sketching and blueprint reading, and (2) that you
be able to draw the relationships and implications of the
subject matter to the work .experiences, expectations and
requirements of the actual-job as a journeyman. You must
deal with both "the know how" and the "know why" in
related subjects, while the apprentices' on the job instruc
tion focuses on the "how to" in terms of specific job skills;

. in order to maximize your effectiveness in presenting
' information, you must plan for each instructional session.
This planning will help you to determine precisely the
information that is to be presented and the instructional
methods which will ,be used. The entire operation of
preparing to present information requires that you develop

and utilize several teaching skills addressed in this unit of
matenals. When you have completed your work in this unit
you will demonstrate your abilities by being able to:

1. Outline the steps to be considered:in developing a
daily lessomplan for instruction; .,

2. Prepare a daily lesson plan for your own related
subjects course.

Why, What And When To PIan The
Presentation Of Information

There are several critical tasks that you as an instructor of
apprentices must perform before actually engaging in the
presentation of information to one or more learners. These
tasks ai=e perfomed as the intermediate step between
developing a pIgn for instruction (as described in Module

. #3) and implementing instruction. The tasks require that

e"--

you determine: (1) the skills or kndwledges the apprentice&
are to acquire as a result of the day's instructional activities,
(2) the procedures which you wish to use as insiructional
activities, (3) the equipment and materials which will be
needed to conduct the instructional activities, and (4) how
you will relate the instructional content to the apprentices'
on-the-job activities. This means that you must prepare for
instruction in A systematic manner. The extent to which the

."getnng ready" phase of instruction is performed well can
determine the extent to which the instruction Will be
received and understOod by apprentices.

. . \.. .\,,

How To Plan To Present Information
.

There is a series of steps that will help you organize and
conduct your plaMing in an orderly fashion. These steps
are described in the following discussion.

Step 1: Determine Appropriateness of Information

Determine the appropriateness, the timelinesi, and the
extent to which new _information and/or skills can be
provided, to the apprentices. This ,means that you, as an
instructor must (a) discuss with the apprentice(s) the
characteristics of the work-I-hat they are doing on the job
ancr(b) seek to instruct them on the technical aspects of
the occupation such that they can see clearly that the
material is an advantage' to the knowledges and skills
learned on the job. For example, if you are teaching surface- .
measurement to apprentice carpenters, you should try to
apply the instructional content to activities in which the
apprentices are currently involved, on their jobs. Such
applications during various phases Of construction might
include:

How much plywood is in the house's subflooring?

How many sheets of paneling will be needed to
finish the family room?

IHow many feet of trim does the house require?

9
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Step 2. Determine Limits of New Information

In preparing for a day's instructional activities, you will
need to determine the amount or limas of new information
.that should be pro, ided to the apprentices. The extent to
which people can learn new information or acquire new
skills depends upon the extent to whkh they (a) have
been prepared to learn and (N'are guided in associating
the new, material with information they have previously
learned. Hence, it, is incumbent upon you as the aTren
nceship instructor to make certain that through interaction
with the apprentices you are aware of how quickly they can
learn the type of- mformation being presented. You must
limit the lesson (concepts, information atp, skills and the
nme to apply them) to take this information into account.
Consider both the difficulty of the materials and the time
availahle for instruction. .

i

Step 3. yote Principal Points to be Taught and Supporting
Illustrations/Materoials

r. .
. .

Determine and list majot teaching points that you plan to
present and to stress. This is a most important aspect of
instruction The success that you later achieve in providing
the instrucdon may veiy well depend upon the time and
care that you put into organizing the ,coritent into, small,
manageable units. For each instructional unit, you should
list the major or key points and illustrations of how the
information or concept is applied within particular occupa-
tional areas. In planning for the lesson and getting ready
for its preAentation, try to, be as practical as possible in
selectirtg occupational apphcations which the apprentices
can relate to through their on-the-job experiences. The
applications should be kept.current ;Ind familiar to the
apprentices, If a small group of different kinds of appren
nces is involved, then several examples, each of which
would apply to the occupations of the several, respective
apprentices should 'be prepared. The closer you, as an
instructor, areable to supply examples and illustrations of
the information, skills and concepts to' the actual daily
working situation of the apprentice, the greater will be the
likelihood that learning will occur and be'retained. Remern .
ber that effective learning occurs rapidly and is retained
longer when new ideas and concepts are related to those
that were dcqutred earlier

Step 4: Decide on Instructional Procedures

The information,which you want your apprentices to
leani can be taught in a variety of ways. Given the specific
topics which you have selected for the focus of .the day's
activities, you should consider the alternative prOcedures
Minh wuld be used to pros ide the instruction. Lecturing is
but one alternatne, and in many situations it is not the most

N

,
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efficient instructional procedure. Among the (2ther methods
of instruction to consider are:

Instructor supervised demonstration
Audio and visual presentations
Discussidn groups
Individual and group problem solving
Individualized instruction
Role playing

.These methods are described in Skill #4 of this unit,
Keep in mind that the use of different instructional

procedures will help to keeP the apprentices attentive and
inirolved. It is Illso likely lo expand their knowledge and
your knowledge of the topimaddressed.

Step 5: Seek Out and Arrange For Use of Appropriate
Equipment and Instructional Materials

In order to complete this step you must.

decide what.audio and visual materials/equipment
you will need;
locate and secure the materials, equipment for use,
familiarize yourself with how to use the materials,
and-
produce any supplementary' material such as trans
parenoes or handouts for use.

skill #5 in this booklet of matenalsis addressed speOfkally
to these concerns.

Step 6. Consider How You Will Assess tbe Results of the
'Session

During each class session you as a related subjects
instructor will want to gauge the, extent to which the
apprentices are learning the material being presented.
Some instructional procedures, such as grobp discussions
and problem solving sessions, will provide you with an
easy opportunity to assess the apprentices' understanding
of the information. However for other activities, such as

' Jecture presentations, you will want to seek feedback from
the apprentices to determine whether they understand the
concepts and information being presented. In anticipation
of this, during the planning of the session you should
cohsider how you will ii,sess the results of the session.
Therefore, your lesson plan should include some sample

-questions or problems ,whiCh you can present to the
appeentice to determine if their learning is proceeding as
pia nned.

1 0

Example

James Harbin is a related subjects inmructor in a union
sponsored apprenticeship and training program fdr or

,,1
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6 Presenting Information

penters. In that capacity, he has the advantage of having a
national curriculum prepared for his use 8c) that he does
not have to develop mateóals. However, he still has all the
other respqnsibilities of any related subjects instructor,
including the need to plan his instructional lesson before
each related subjects session

Over the three years that he has. served as a related
subjects instructor, 1-13thin has developed a standard pro-
Ledure for planning his day-to-day instructional activities
that roughly corresponds to the steps outlined in this book-
let. When asked to describe his planning process on a daily
basis, Harbin had this to say:

"My first activity is to decide if what is suggested in the
stanckird curriculum is appropriate. This means that 1,

contact the emloyers and speak with the apprentices to find
out what they are doing or wilt be doing on the job this
month I then find the portions of the prescribed materials
that generally correspond to the job actiNiities, Ilsually this
means there may be three or four groups of apprentices
\Norking on different materials at any time 1. try to get as'
many people as possible working on the same thing.

After deciding what parts of the general curriculum
content are useful to apprentices at that ume, I deckle how
much to present each week and make a list of the major
points or COncepts that I expect each apprentice to learn
during the class sesSion

Next I locate the materials I will use to feach the lesson.
Since the international provides materials, I read the infor-
minion, work the exercises and decide which to use. Some-
times I also draw pictures on flirkharts or make handouts
to go along with the other matecals Also, I decide how to
introduce the information. If I am going to talk, I outline
what I am going to say; if they are going to read, I ume the
reading to see howlong it will take and if all the words are

_understandable; if I need to use a projector, I get the
eqpment and tr), it out; and if a's going to be a dis
chtsion, I write out a set of questions. Usually, \I write out a
couple of questions anyway, just m case, to be sure I am
prepared and to make them think. I ask questions to
apprentices who I know are doing certain things at work to
get them into the lesson

f

Additional Information

In general, it is recommended that you derive additional
information about this skill by continuing your work in this
booklet, by checking references listed under other skills
included herein, and by reading applicable sections of
Module #3. In addition, you might turn to the appropriate
sections of texts such as:
D G. Armstrong, J. J Denton and T. V. Saunge, Instructional

Skills Handbook. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational
Technology Publications, Inc., 1978

A

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following exerdses in the space provided
Check your answers with those in the Appendix of this
booklet

1. Select an item of technical knowledge. Prepare to present .

information on the technical subject, by indicating in
step-by step format a description of the steps and the
details of each step.

Technicitl Knowledge

Step I

Step 2

Step'3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6:
ft
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3. Skill: Introduce Lesson And Provide
Clear Expectations And Directions For

Apprentice Actiyity And Outcomes

Introduction And Objectives

Too often in work and learning situations you may hear a
supervisor, foreman or instructor say something like "If
only my workers had understood what I meant They did it
incorrectly, it will have td be done again. And that lost time
means money This and other similar statements are heard
over and over in the work place and the instructional
setting While some of the' blame can be assigned to
worker learner lack of attention, th'e problem can also be a
result of poor directions There are some technicfnes you
can use as an instructor to make the purpose, intentions
and expectations of your directions absolutely clear. These
procedures require using several 'competenCies involved
with gwing instructions and are the contents of the remain.
der of this chapter of materials When you have completed
your work in this unit you will demonstrate your under
standing of this skill by being able to.

I. List and explain suggested steps in presenting clear
directions,

2. Suggest procedures to use in offering directions in
the related subjects setting; and

3 Critique directions provided in a related subjects
instructional setting.

A,s you work through these Materials, think about your
experiences in receiving and giving directions, instructions
and expectations. Do you remember instances where mis-
understandings arose Would any of the suggestionsfound
in this chapter have helped to eliminate those misunder-
standingS? If so, make mental notes for future reference as
you read.

What, Why And:When
To Use This Skill

You must give directions, provide instructions or explain
expectations many times throughout an instructional or
ckork activity. Certainly n is a necessary Lists at the beginning
of instruction. In addition, further clarification frequently is

important throughout the instructional period as progress
is made and/or as new insights or difficulties,are incurred. ,
The reminder maY be either to the entire group or to
selected individual apprentices.

Clear expectations are important because they set the
stage for learni, You must indicate exactly what will be
done; by whom; in what time period; with what materials;
and to what end product, outcome or result. Your directions
and explanations structure the learning environment and
the task, in doing so, the structure permits apprentices to
create individual internal learning strategies for addressing

. .
and mastering the materials.

How TO Use The Skill

You can give directions and instructions that are virtually
unmistakable if you will follow several steps as suggested
in the materials that follow. Note that none of the steps is
complicated or time consuming. However, studie's of effec-
tive Jeachers have indicated that 'each of the steps is
4mportant.

Step 1: DecideExactly What You Want Apprentices-To Do

Surprisingly, instructors often make assignments or give
directions to learners without a clear, exiet idea in the
instructor's own 'mind about what he or she wants the
learner to do. Instead, the task is clarified over subsequent
class meetings or as the first several completed products or

_assignments are turned in. Subsequenrclatification always
Means that some apprentices have wasted valuable time
and energy and must restructure their activities. To avoid
this situation, it is recommendethhat you as an instructor
make sure you know exactly what you want the apprentices ,

to do. If necesSary, read all assignments before making
them; prepare model answers/outputs for work examples,
assignments and tests; and perform or thoroughly review
all tasks before requiring apprentices to Undertake them. In
this manner, you will be able tO.4sign, tasks with con
fidence (hat they are exactly the tasks yOu want to use to
conve'y and reinforce information.

1 2



8 Presenting Information

Step 2. Wait Until Eveiyone Is Listening Before Giving
Directions

It is advisable to demand the attention ()Call aliprentices>
in your chate before giying directions or instructions.
Apprentices must cpme to realize that related;subjects
instruction is an important and necessary extension of their
work and deserves equal attention. If one or more of the
apprentices appear not 'to be 1)stening, get their, attention
by either waiting silently until they observe the silence or
by asking for their attention by name..

Step 3: Speak C'learly, Loudly And
In Appropriate Language

Speak dearly and loudly enough for everyone to hear
you. Establish eye Lontact with your audience, and turn
your head so that you face each apprentice at some point
during your presentation. Remember that most of the
apprentices will have worked a full day (as you did) before
you see them; they may be a bit tired, and, depending on
their job.and physical characteristics and backgfound,.will
listen and hear with varying degrees of accuracy. Perhaps
most important, be sure that you use Language that is
appropriate to the audience Use language familiar to the
apprentices, and explain or define any new or unusual
terms Use relatively shortrand direct sentences Stress the
actions in which the apprentices will engage Express
complete thoughts in as few words as possible and give an
example or illustration. Ifthe directions or instructions are
especially long or complicited, break them into manageable
parts or units that serve a discrete sets of directions.

Step 4: Evlaiti Object ofiLesson

Using the performance objectives you will have created
before ipstruction beg*, explain the object of the lesson.
Be certain to indicate 'exactly what product or level of
outcome is expected and considered as acceptable evidence
that the task has been completed Also mention how the
task, activity or lesson is related to the overaltoet of skills
and knowledge that must be mastered by the apprentice in
the trade or craft. It also'is appropriate to indicate the time
limitations or requirements as well as material and equip.
ment needs that will be necessary to complete the task or
lesson. Emphasize those portions of the lesson that have
longterm effects for the journeyman.

Step 5: Make Certain-That Apprentices
Understand Direction/ and Instructions

After completing the set of directions or instrUctions, you
should check for the level of understanding among the
apprentiL es in your Lharge. Two teLhniques are' espeL ially

useful in this regard. paraphrasing and inviting questions.
In using paraphrasing you ask selected apprentices to
explain the dUions or instructions that you have de-
livered to them in their own worth. They should be able to
list eath important point although not necessarily exactly in
your words. Occasionally you 'also might have them write
out the instructions in their own words and check a couple
of the written statements.

In inviting questions you should establish as a regular
occurrence the practice of,asking questions befdre wak is
begun. The questions and answers should be focused on
clarification of the task. no not.tolerate stalling or diVer-
sinnary tactics. Answer the questions quickly and precisely
and get on with the tasks under'consideration. If you wish,
you can use the .questions and answers a a way to cue
leamers, as a time to provide examples,"illustrationsor as a
time to increase learner motivation.

Step 6. *Provide a Written Copy of Difficult Directions

In order to clarify complicated or difficult directions, you
should consider listing the directions or instructions as a
schedule. The schedule can be handed out ori*isted in a
permanent or designated spOt so that the apprentices can
refer to it as needed. This is especially useful if your related
subjects apprentices comprise several groups of trainees,
either by year or trade, and therefore are performing
different activiti. By creating a list, you can order in
chronological fashion the tasks of the apprentices. More
importantly, you can break down the instructions into gmall,
manageable units. lb this way you decrease both the level

7of difficulty of the task and the problem of keeping up with
a large set of difficult directions.

Example

Joseph Scentilla, a related subjects instructor in a graphic
arts apprenticeship and training program, had taught related
subjectsfor two years. From time to time he noticed that
,some apprentice printers, particularly first year trainees, had
.difficulty with the directions that Scentilla gave for certain
segments of instruction. He always had attribyted the
difficulty to the apprentices not paying attention. However,
as he reviewed his Plans For InstrUction from the past two
years he noticed that even the first year apprentices that he
had considered to be especially capable and attentive had
had some difficulty with particular segments of instructions.
At first Scentilla decided to change the instructional
materials. However, another tradesman in the print, shop
where Scentilla worked, upon hearing about Joseph's com
rnents during lunch, indicated that he too had had difficulty
with some of the same materials during his own appren
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Figure 2. Directions for Scentilla's *Class,

introduce Lesson 0

'Week of February 1-7

Topics Instructions ,

(,.

Expected Time Use
.

.

' 01 Positioning of press guage pins
rci quads ,t-

02 Maintenance of machine
composition letterpress

a) Read text #1, pages 80-93
43) Use learning station #3, (Model of

guages for printing press)

,

a) Rea text #2, pages 110-125 -
b) Watch demonstration
c) Complete handour on procedures

7:00 -.- 8:00

N.

8:00 - 8;.15 Break

8:15 - 9:30

I

N

ticeship. The friend went on to say that he eventually had
decided.that his difficulties had arisen because he simply
had not understood what was expected of him or how 140
perform the tasks. This comment caused Scentilla to try an
experiment. Hedecided to keep the anstructional materials
and learning activities as they had been while changing the
directions and instructions. .Specifically, he decided to
combine oral and written directions After typing and
reproducing copies of:step-by-step directions for the entire
unit of materials, he posted a copy of the directions forall,
apprentices to see, along with an expected time schedule
and an example of the required output of the learning
activities. Next Scennlla discussed the directions with the
first year apprentices, answering questions and making
certain that each trainee knew exactly what was expected
and why the activity was being included in the course of
study. A segment of the directions written up by Scentilla is
depicted in Figure 2..Note that Scentilla included instruc-
tions, major topics, and expected time frames for acttvities.

,

,

I
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,
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10 Presenting Information

Self-Test Exercises .

Answer the folloumg questions m the space provided or
on-separate work paper Compare your answers with those
in the Appendix of this booklet.

1 Assume that you mast, explain to a group. of related
subjects instructors the process of prbviding clear direc-
tions for apprentice activities. List the points you would
make and indicate briefly why each point is important.

71,

kead each of the following situations and suggest poten- .

nal remedies for any problems that you note.

a Directions, instructions for each evening's related
subjects activity were written out and posted on the
back of the door to the instructional area. Each
apprenuce was to read the chrectiOns upon entenng
the lab and then begin the,evening's work Still, the
instructor found himself answering many individual
questions about the du*tions throughout the in,
structional period

b. The related subjects inStructor always began each
session with roll calLand presentation of directions
for the evening's activities. He read the directions
once anctonly once two minutes after class began.
Too often he found apprentices:hadmt understood
or taken in the entire set of directions.

3 Select some units of materials in your related subjects
instructional responsibilities and create a set of directions
and instructions to provide -for applentices. Check your
directions against the requirements listed in the Appendix
of this booklet.

gen
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4. Skill: Vary Methods For Presenting information

Introduction And Objectives

There are a variety of ways through which You can,
present information that will yield the desired level of
apprentice learning The particular presentation ntethod
you select and use will be determined by the , type of
infarmation to be presented and the learning styles of the
apprentices in your charge Remember that regardless of
the methods you select, you must set the stage for instruc-
non by organizing the learning activity; by indicating
precisely what is expected of the learners.duling and after
completion of the learning exercise, and by explaining the
meaningfulnesS of the relatrd subjects contents.in terms of
on the job needs.

In order for you to perform the skill of varying presenta-
tion methods and techniques you must develop and use
the several skills and knowledges discussed in this unit of
materials. More specifically, when you have completed
your work in this section of materials, you should be able
tO:

Identify, describe and distinguish among several
methods for presenting information in related sub-
jects settings;

2. Critique situations in which various information pee-
seruation techniques are used . in related subjects
instruction; and

3 ,Determine the techniques or methods that.you will
use in your instruction.

As you read the materials, consider the methods you
have used and those you have seen used in related subjects
instruction. What other techniques might be available in
order to Increase the variety of methods and the interest of
apprentices?

Why And When To Use The'Skill .

Instructors need to vary their strategies for presenting
infognation in order to stimulate learning by matching
content with method, by matching learner characteristic
with method and by matching teacher and learner need for
variety with method. Too often instructors will find one
method with which they feel comfortable and use only that
method. The result is that, afier a while, both the instructor

and the learner become less attentive to the information in
that learning situation, and learning rapidly declines. This is
particularly critical for related subjects instruction because
you have such a relatively short time period for instruction
compared to other learning settings. By varying the methods
of.presentation and by attending to the several other steps
outlined in this unit, you will be able to nlaintain interest
and learning efficiency. Remember, varying the method of
presentation is something that you must consider before, -
d unng and after each lesson you present in related subjects
instruction. .

HbvyTo Ilk 'The Skill

There are several ,steps involved with the skill of varying,
the .mode of information presentation as outlined in this
section:The steps are: (1) present inforsiation; (2) com-
pare, abstract and apply information; and (3) summarize
information for later use as well as provide follow-up
activities as needed. Each step will be discussed fri order.
Note that the actual process of varying the method of
presentation is contamed within Step #1; five different
methods or procedures are outlined for your consideration.

Step 1: Present Information

During the actual presentation Of information, you will
find that the efforts you expended in planning for the
presentation will pay off. Keep in mind that you must:

a. emphasize the major points of the lesson;
b. set realistic limits on the amOunt of new information

to be undertaken at any one time;
c. convey accurate, complete expectations to learners

concerning activities and outcomes; and
d. present examples that illustrate and apply the points

to be made,

Pay particular attention to breaking up the material into
concepts and skills of suitable complexity that they can be
mastered in the allowed time. You will find that experience
is the most useful factor in making the decision about how
much new knowledge can be learned by apprentices in a
given time period. If you are uncertain about how much to
include, remember it is better to include too little and be

6



Present:O.-Information

ceruiii of mastery than to include too much and overwhelm
the learner Discussion and demonstration of information
does take time In addition, if you plan two weeks in
achance as suggested, you will hate additional materials
ready.if needed.

As yuu intrt uce material try to present information that
is associated c connected directly to concepts and skills
already held, learned by apprentices. This process is called
"establishing an apperceptive base", it means that the skills
and knowledges already held by apPrentices provide them
with a springbo-ard to move into new skills and information

' in the related subject field. If the new skills and know-,
letiges to be presented are of sufficient quantity and directly
related to the apperceptiy.e base, then the likelihood of
learning is going to be high.-11 is in your interest as Well as,
that of the' apprentices 'that the known skills ind know-
ledges held by the apprentices be the base uponwhictithe
new skill's and new knowledges are developed so that they
can be mastered in the alldtved time

Your behavioras an instructor also is important to.the
success of the lesson, regardless of the method of informa-

. non presentation that You use. Instructor effectiveness too
often Is judged by mannensmsand particularly the use of
one's voicein the instructional setting.- Remember that
your voice shduld be modulned carefully so that you
present an expression of personal enthusiasm and convic-
tion throughout the lesson. Speak loudly and clearlyand do
nut hesitate to repeat or emphasize something. Pace our

,delnerLrate to the understanding level of the learners and
ask frecjant4arifying questions to determine if the infor
mation being pres7ted is being absorbed If needed,
repeat and, op explain different fashion the material
under consideration.

The actual method ur procedure for presenting informa
non that y ou choose shoukf be based on the type of
material under consideration, the characteristics of the
learner's, y our own preferences, and the time and place of
instruction. The choice, is entirely up to you, you should
expect to use set eral techniques during a ten hour segment
of related subjects instructional time. Five different modes
of presentation are offered for your consideratiol_i in con
junction ith this skill. Audio visual procedures Ise pre
sented in Chapter 5 in this booklet.

Demonstration

This procedure is a process where one person (you as
a\structor or an apprentice) does something in the presence
of others in order to illustrate a point'or show everyone
how to perform an activity. The method is especially useful
because learners can see what happens', it holds learners'
attention, rt depicts perforMance standards and procedures,
it reduces the potential time for later trial-and-error learn-

ing, and it illustrates abstract points. \X'hile the technique is
time consuming to plan and use and can imply simpli
fieation of the information under consideration, it can
provide a farm for immediate application and discussion of
information under consideration/in use by-apprentices. It
not only can stimulate interest in the tofiic, but as other
learners try their turns at demonstration, it can provide for a
real sense of accomplishment. The rul5s for using demon
strations are simple yet critical. They are.

1. Take the plan and rehearse the demonstration in
advance and in its entirety in order to make sure that
it works and that you have all necessary Materials.

2. Set the stage for the demonstration by introducing
key concepts and explaining desired learner out-
comes '

3 Make certain that all leafners can see and hear the
activity.

4. Ask questions, provide feedback and regiSter impor-
tant points throughoutthe demonstration.

5. ReZap the major steps and points at the end in way of.
summary. Also consider repeating parts of the process
showing correct and incorrect ways to do things.

6 If possible, have several learners replicate the activity.

Disoission

This procedure is a process whereby a group of people
under the direction of a moderator (you, as instnictor,
usually)' share information about a topic or concern. At
varying times it can be a debate, a question session or a
forum. Its advantages include that it actively involves the
learners in4processing and considering the information and
increases motivation, it provides a controlled setting for
giving and taking instructions, it requires one to Consider
examples and applications of the information being dis
cussed, and it offers an opportunity tci develop questioning
and responding skills. The technique has several disadvan
tages that you must overcumeThe disadvantages are the
amount of.time it takes to present information, the occa
sional lags in conversation, the possibility that.some learners
will *not participate in the discussion and may not learn
from the process; and the situation that some learners will,
not have the prerequisite knowledge to participate. The
rules for holding a discussion type of learningactivity are as
follows:

ti

1. You ag the instructor must be thoroughly familiar
with the content under consideration ... and prepared
to answer all kinds of questions. -

2. You must be willing to have the instructional peri.od
take the extra time that is required to present and
work through the information.



3 present the question and topiLs under Lonsideration
in a dear, Londse manner. Define terms, establish
the relevance of thetopic to current job activities and
pro% ide examples whenever possible Use learner
on-the:job language whenever Possible:

4 Moderate
,-

the *dist. ussion b alling on speakers,
darifying LonLept's, answering questions, making
summaries and Londusions and insuring that the

1 discusmon stays on the intended course. Emourage
learner participation, but discourage dominance by
'any single individual or group

5 SumMarize. the main points and conclusions when
the discussion is over. If possible ,z1)an follow-up
activities

ndnulualized Insfruction

This procedure is a proces& whereby you, as the in-
structor,-plan and execute plans for lessons on none-io-one
basis with apprentices,. based upon personal needs and
capabilities of each apprentice as revealed thrOugh-assess-
ment The individual learning, activity may involve group
study. independent study, PrOjects and a variety of other
teaching strategies Individualized instructional procedures
require great skills on Ithe part of the apprenticeship
instructor, because imeanS you, may be faced with Meeting`
the needs of ten or mote apprentices; each on a different
level of underStanding or in a different level of their
apprenticé tralOng -program Alesson must be prepared for
eadi of, the apprenfices. This is time consuming, but
motivating;to, each of the npprentices, since each will be
lmohed,in insIction that has meaning and possibilities

,for,fnm,'her within the range of his or her understandings
ladrvidualized instruction 'has a very evident advantage in
that it allows each apprentice so instructed to move ahead

"hiS/her oWn rate of uncyrstanding and pace, and to
maStet as much inforn6ion,nd skills as eaLh is capable of
nr4stenng Other advantages Include the fact that learners
must assume more responsibility for their own learning,
learners can see their own progress more easily and
retention of material is improved. The major disadvantages
for this form of instrucuon include the time it requires of
yi'itt.,as the instructor to prepare, evaluate and record
individual progress and the fact that some of the instruL-
tional materials that you need may not be available. Rules
and directions for using indMdualized instruction have
been discnssed in Module #7' of this instructor training
series. Stated briefly, they include:

1, .Determine the strengths and limitations of each
learner and prepare instructional,goals and objectives
that bridge the gaP between overall instructional
goals and individuals abilities.

2. Collect and organize materials necessaiy for provid

3.
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ing instruction to each learner, Prepare a set of
instructional directions, together with objectivesand
materials for each apprenttce.
Keep careful recorctivf individual achievements,
progress and needs. 1%

4 Monitor activity, offer assistance if needed and provide
for additional and supplemental activities aS needed.

5. Adjust factors such as time and level of difficulty to
make learning efficient for each apprentice.

,

Lecture

This procedure is the traditional teaching process
whereby you as an instructor present the concept of
information by direct verbal communication. When used to
its best advantage, you also will use aias such as the
chalkboard, modes or overhead projection to add to the
information being presented. Further, you privide an
opportunity for questions and comments. Advaaages of
the technique inclu'cle the opportunity it offers to control
the presentation of information and to emphasize certain
vents; it can introduce information that is not available in
written materials; and it is a comfortable way for most-
instructors to present information The disadvantages of the
technique include the fact that during a lecture the learner
is passively rather than actively involved, too frequently
learner attention is distracted or can be beset by boredom;
and it is sometimes difficult to associate hearing about .
skills and knowledge and actually performing the skills.
The rules for using lecttires to present information are:

I Carefully organize what you will say, beginning nth
goals and, objectives, rtoting main points and ex
amples, and concluding with a summary statement
Be certain to Make the logic of your arument,'
information explicit.

2 * beliver the informitio% in A carefully modulated,
clear voice using the language of the learner Avoid
monotonous and boring styles of speaking by chang
ing intensity, being enthusiastic and including fre-
quent examples, and using models and audiovisual

CI materials when possible.
3. Avoid simply presenting -information. Ask questions,

encourage discussion an& seek feedback. Always
allow and encourage questions from learners.

4. Watch the audience for signs of effectiveness and
adjust information and style as needed

5. At conclusion, recap majoi points for emphasis and
provide follow,on activities.

Role-Playing

This procedure is a process where you as the instructor
describe a hypothetical situatibn and the learners assume
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speufled character rules to act out in that situation.
T)picall), role playing is,performed within' a group setting
w here some of the learners act out the roles which others
obsen e, a group discussion usuall) follows the role playing
episode Role playing is part ic ularl) well suited for increas
ing the learners interpersonal skills and their understanding
of social beha) iors. It allovvs the participants to do or say
things the character might sa) in the situation but which the
person would be reluctant to sali or do. It also allow
participants to 1, eu a problem situation from another
person's perspective Examples of two person rule playing
situathris are as follows,

A disIsatisfied customer who doesn't want to pay the
tradesperson who performed the job
A supervisor confronting a worker who is habitually
late arriving for work
TWo journeymen diSagreeini about ownership of .a
hand tool, but neither is absolutely sure the tool
belongs to them
A supervisor telling a craftworker he or she must
change his vacation schedule

.Potential disadvantages of role playing are that it relies
heavily on the willingness and ability of the participants to
perform their roles realistically and sometimes learners
may focus the attention on the "acting"..rather than the
critical Points.. of the situation. _The rules for using the
method are

Design ,the situation and the roles in detail. Work
through a vanerY, of possible outcomes and actions
(and your remedial strategies) before using role play
in an instructional setting.

' When introducing the role play, give specifics'on
the situation and permit learners to organize their
thoughts about their roles before beginning the
atti on.

3. Take notes on important activity (and/or have app ren.
tices not involved as actors in the situation do so) and
discuss these with the group at the conclusion of the
role play Actively encourage questions and reempha-
size major points at that time. If necessary re-enact
portions of the activity with the same actors or with
other apprentices.

4. If emotions get out of hand, reverse roles of
participants.

S. Always discuss resolutions of problems and how
specific knowledge and skills were used in the
resolution.

Step 2, Comi;are, Abstract and Apply Information

The second step in the presentation process is to corn
pare, abstract and appl) the information. The use of illus

trative examples
4is

the suggested method for completing
this steP. Applications and examples help to set firmly in
the apprentice's mind the uses .of the concept, general
information or skill in the occupation of employment. In
addition to serving the purpose indicated here, the applica-
tions and illustrations serve an important role in assuring
the apprentice of the validity of the instruction in terms of
the manipulative skills he,she may be acquiring on the job.
You will find that using frequent examples and illustrations
will reinforce the concept learned and stimulate the appren
tice to note the wide number of opportunities for the
concept. to be applied in his/her skilled occupation. Some
difficulty in constructing appropriate examples may be
predictably encountered by any instructor who has.appren-
tices from many trades in a single related subjects class,'In
such situations, you should seek out the advice of individ-
uals employed in-each of the subject trades/crafts for'ideas
and suggestions. Many skilled craftworkers are delighted to
provide examples of applications of exquisite skills and
knowledges for their own trades/crafts as well as suggesting
ways to discuss and present the information to apprentices.
Remember that skilled craftworkers also have a stake in
preparing:highly skilled apprentices

Step 3: Make A Summary Statement and Provide Follow-
On Activities as Needed

The final step that yOu must take in presenting informa-
lion is summarizing alj the kerc, points that were inade as
well as providing follow-on a6tivities as needed:A summary
should contain each of the several segments of the presen-
tation that were stressett, the illustmtionsnnd applications
that were presented; and particularly the extent to which
the disclosure of the skills, concepts, and information was
relevant to the apprentices' occupations. One effective way
to do this i§ to engage' the apprentices in small group
discussion and to raise questions about those items that
were discussed, first, second, third and so on. At the same
time, using a chalkboard as visual, begin the preparation
of the summary. After the chalkboard material Is in place,
you should seek to summarize in your own words what has
transpired in the lesson and to stress the importance and
significance of the concepts, skills and information.

Your presentation is not completed with the summary
statement. It is your responsibility to build the bridge
between the lesson just being completed and the next to
be undertaken as well as to continue to reinforce the major
points in the lesson just completed. Consider assignments
that provide continued use of the information in settings
such,as on-the-job and in the library if additional reading
would be helpful. Then indicate where and when the
learners must, carry out the further assignment. Where
possible, make an on the job assignment that demonstrates

1 c)



both the major points from the kssun being Lompleted
andtheir relationship to the next lesson to be undertaken.

Example

Ann Seppa taught railed subjects instruction in lathing
for an apprenticeship program spmisored by a metropolitan
rea budders association Each of the apprentices in her
charge w-as a Einal yeay apprentice who worked on a dif-
ferent jobsate, however all were engaged in home construc-
titan. The rehted subjects instruction class was held on
Thursday ',lights from 6.30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m ,'after full work
days. Seppa recogntzed that her major concerns were the
'iced to -stimulate learner interest attennun,and the need td
djust Lontent to the different.wurk uftumstances uf the
apprentices in her charge In her third y;ear of teaching
related subleas. Seppa deuded to address these issues b
varying the infvrmat ion presentation modes for the Abject
she would oteach Her solution was to begin a prograM of
ming lecture, individualized instruction, demonstration and
discussion in almost every meeting. She organized the
content into three learning centersone for rock lath bases,
one for plasterN.6es and one for metal bases. At the
beginning of each month, each apprentice brought Seppa a
card from his, her foreman on which was checked the
things that the individual apprentice would most likely be
doing on the job that month. A portion of the card is
iflustrated in Figure 3. Based on those data, the apprentice
was assigned to-one of the three learning groups. Within
each learning groupSeppa prepared similar lessons. Fot
example, she would.prepare a lesson on applicaiibn or on
fasteners for each of the types ollathing for use on the

! same evening The learners in each group used the materials
. prepared for them each eyening Seppa Organized each

karnIng group session in a way that permitted her to spend
one of the three hours of each relatedsubjectseoitting with
each. group. Dunng that hour, she tried to present a brief

:lecture: conduct a brief demonstration and hold a group

Figure 3. on-The-Job Assignments

Apprentice Name: Month.

Please check each lathing activity in which the above
named apprentice is likely to engage this month:

I. - Rock lath work
2. Plaster lath work
3. Metal lath work
4. _Screws
5 Adhesives
6. _Nails .

25. __Staples
26. _Ceiling/floor

runners
27. -Trusted studs
28 Runner tracks
29. ___Aetal studs
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disiussion about application of information to the work
situation. The demonStrat ions always came on the half hour
and were observed by all learners. During the two hours
when Seppa was working with one of the other groups, the
apprentices with whom she was not working would read
th,eir text and instructional materials, do their worksheets,
and usually attempt to replicate the demonstration per-
formed by Seppa. This process of presenting information
did increase Seppa's preparation time from 1 to 4 hours of
time per week

Additional Information

A number of goJd general texts are available that deal with
the presentation of information. Among the better ones to
'which you might turn is:
R. T. Hyman. WaJs of Teaching Philadelphia. Lippencott,

*, 1974:
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Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following questions in the space provided or
on a separate work paper. Compare.your. ,answers with .
those in the Appendix Of this booklet'

1. Each of the five suggested methods of presenting in-
formation have certain advantages and thus help to
determine when you might use them. Suggest the advan-
tages you note for-each method in the space 'provided.

a. demonitiation-

b dicussion-

c role play-

d. lect ure-

e individualized instruoion-

Ar.

2. Given what you know about methods of presentation,
what technique ivould you prefer to use in each of the
following situations?

a. A presentation of an intricate skill in the field of sheet
metal mechanics training?

b. A presentation of a very gener4l nature, concerned
with shop safety?

c. A presentation of technical information to a number
of 3rd year carpentry "apprentipes

d. A presentation in the area of Blueprint reading for the
machine trades, where among the apprentices present
only one was a machine shop apprentice.

*if



5. Skill: Use Instruction-al Aids
in Presenting Inthrmation

introduction And Objectives

Any time that you present information you should con-
sider using, in additiOn to verbal information:other ways
bf attracting learners" attention to principal points of con-
cern These other methods of highlighting and presenting,/
supplementing information are called instructional aids.

The purpOse of this chapter of materials is to provide you;
with information and sharpen your skills in using instrinc-
tional aids such as the chalkboard, overlYead projector,
handouts and audiovisual materials. At the conclusion ofik
your work in this unit you should be able to;

1. tVescribe the process and-advantages of adopting and
using various instructional aids;

2 Suggest. specific instructional aids for certain instruc-
tion situations and indicate why the materials would
be appropriate and;

3. Indicate why and how instructional aids are valuable
as a related subjects instructionat tool.

Do you routinely use instructional aids in your related
subjects instructional setting and/or were they used in the
training program in which you were an apprentice? If )(so,
recall how. If not, consider as you read the ways you might
use such materials in your instructional effort.

What,When And Why Use The Skill

rnost any time during the presentation of information
that ot wish to call attention to, it is appropriate to use an
instructional aid. The only criteria for determining whether
or not tO -use one are the cost and the degree to which the
aid reinforces and supplements information under con
sideration rather than disrupting the flow of the lesson.

There are three major reasons for using such materials,
two of which are associated with motivating learners. First,
use of instructional materials attracts the attention of the
learner because such materials offer a change of pace and
frequently use other learner senses such as seeing,smelling,
feeling or doing in addition io simply listening. Second,
use of instructive materials highlights important or critical
elements of the information being presented, in calling

attention to those parts of the information they are mo're
.likely to be remembered by ,the learner. Third, often
instructional aids offer a second way of processing the
inforn,ation under consideration and thereby aids offer the
learner another opportunity to grasp information which
they might have missed the first time through the. material.
In this regard instructional aids frequently presentexamples,
illustrations or applications pf the major concepts under
consideration. In each instance, the aid is a valuable, almost
indispensible instructional tool.

.

In using instructionatraids in the related subjects teaching
setting you should follow a"three.step procedure. The steps
to follow are: (1) preparing to use the materials; (2) using
the aid; and (3) noting/discussing the key points. Each is

, discussed in turn in the following section.

How To Use The Skill

Step 1: Preparing to Use the Materials/Aids

In using any instructional aid, you mnst always prepare
and practice with the aid in advance of its use in the
instructional setting. Such preparation is important in order
to insure that the aid will work as you desire and in order to
insure a smooth transition to and from use of the aid. Fort
example, in order to make effective use of projected visuals,
yOu :must preview them. The preyiewing of materials will
provide you with knowledge about content, the level of
understanding/knowledge required to process the infor
mation in the visual, the breadth and depth-of coverage

. with regard to information and occupations, and the use
fulness to apprentices. The previewing proces will enable
you to integrate the materials effectively in the overall
lesson presentation.

In previeWing materials, you should make notes .con-
cerning the major points or key points contained in the
materials. You also should seek fo determine controversial
points, or additional key points that might require emphasis ,
and further discussion in the group, or with the indhridual
apprentice viewer. Never lose sight of the fact that audio-
visual materials provide important illustrations and applica

*22
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tions of a concept or skill. At no time is the audiovisual
material the entire lesson Rather, audiovisual Materials
constitute additions or augmentations to a lesson, and as
such ITILSI be integrated in the overall leson planning
procedure regarding the presentation of information.

Step 2: Using the Aid

Se) eral kinds of aids are suggested for yogi- consideration.
Each is discussed in terms of what the aid permits yo.ii to
do, as adrantages and disadvantages, and points to bear in
mind in using the aid. The aids discussed are the chalk.
board, bulletin board and displays, flip chart, handouts,
audio tapes, overhead projectors, models/mock-ups and

utawv, and motion picture and slide presentations. Note
that the presentation included in this unit of materials has
been kept brief and highlights only the most critical Infor-
mation 116w e.)er, ifuu combine this info-mutton with that
included on the actual equipment.you should he able to
use t aid in any instructional setting.

TAPC'halkbotird

gegardkss '11; the meti;od of information pregentation
you chmse, thethalkboard or blackboard is a useful piece
of visual equipment to help focus apprentice attention on
the key informatipn points.%The uses of the chalkboard
inclUde (a) display of information on the chalkboard prior
to the beginning oti a presentation, or (b) subsequent item
by item develonnacnt on the chalkboard during a presen-
tation. The adrantages of the aid include its relative avail.
ability and ease of use, its flexibility and lack of expense;
andThe opportunity either to prepare it before the lesson
and'or to use a as the lesson progresses. For example,
applications such as sketches that show extensive develop
ment of constructiOn lines and dimension' lines often can
he prepared in advance of some, kinds of lesson presenta
lions in order to conserve time. In other situations, when
t he development of a sketch on the blackboard is in fact the
lesson underway, there is no need for prior preparation,
but inste4 continue use in the instructional setting. Some
rules for using the blackboard or chalkboard are:

1 Plan your use of,the medium by deciding what you
will write or draw, in what area, and in conjunction
with what rnstruaional aCtiviry. Be sure that you haVe
chalk and eraser before beginning lesson.

2 Write/draw legibly and large enough to be seen by:
students. in the back of the room. Practice writing in
straight lines and work from left to right on the board.

3. Try to be,brief in your work at the board; carefully
interspace its use with other information presentation
to reduce distraction. Be sure to continue adding
verbal emphasis.

Try not to block the learners' Iew of the information
on the chalkboard.

Bulletin Boardjand Displays

These aids are portable or stationary:aids upon which
you can attach displays, notices and illustrations. They can
be used to stimulate interest and dress up otherwise austere
settings You also can refer to itemg on the board during the
preSentation uf information. The rules fur using a bulletin
board are:

I. Plan before creating the display so the material you
present clearly displays an obvious theme.

2. Remove old materials from the display on a regular
gaSis.

3. Be sure to refer to the product during the lesson.
,.

Handbookstrade journals, news magazines and other
soui}es of good and relevant materials will provide the
innovative instructor with valuable resource materials for
bulletin board display. These materials, in addition to being
an int rat part of the lesson, also convey to the apprentice
leame . the extent to which the concept, the-information
or the skill under discussion or demonstration is an
,aceepted (or at least "reported") practice in the World of
industry and business. Thus, bulletin board materials may
function as part of the presentatidn of new concepts and
skills, and also as evidence of their application.

nip Chan

This aid is a large paper tablet poSitioned on an easel or
on the wall. You use it in much the same manner as the
chalkboard, displaying information on the flip chart using
felt-tipped markers. The advantages of flip charts over
chalkboards include: (1) the opportunity to prepare the
material beforehand outside (*the instructional setting and
( 2) the opportunity to save this information for later
reference and use. The chart is easily movable and can be
expanded by tearing off and taping up multiple sheets of
the paper. Some- rules for using the aid are:

I. Due to space restraints, plan in advance what you will
display. Use only key words and drawings and be
certain to write in large. letters.

2. Do not block the view of thence.
3. When you complete a page, tear A out and pdst it so

as to 'cut down on future distraction.

Handouts

Handouts are aids usually on sheets ofcpaper that are
provided to learners. They frequently are outlines, drawings,
summaries or listings of key points which call the attention

9
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of the learners to) a restrkted amount of information
Handouts on be used to organize information and to
stimulate -additional thought They are easy to see, can be
used with any group. and provide a lasting cue to the
learner for remembering the presented materials. Since
they can be distracting and do break up the continuity of a
presentation. you must plan carefully where and how SO
introduce them Some rules for using a handout are:

1 Use them only at appropriate nmes when they sup
plement 'or reinforoe information rather than distract
front the presentation Pass them out only when ready
for their use.

2 Explain ttp, purpose of the handoui and refer to it
irnirTdiately after you have handed it out.

3 Away s have extra copies to replace thoge that will be
lost.

Audio Thpes

Thts aid is a cassette tape or reel to reel upe that can be
played to convey information,,set up a situation, or demon
straw an example of the application of the, information
being Loy ered in the leSson Audio upes have the advanuge
of being easy to make, \use and,store. They cart.be used in
most settings and are inexpensive. However, use of audio

, tapes does require the learner to have, develop and use
listening skills. Further, the type of materials that can be

,
Lon% eyed is limited Rules for using audio tapes and
recordings are:

1. Use pem only if they supplement other presentations
and aid in meeting perf4mance objectives.

2 Remember to preview the materials and plan exactly
*, when and how to introduce them into the lesson\
3. Follow up their use by discussing the information on

the jape and emphasizing the key points that were
made

Ch'erbead Projc;ctors

This aid uses a transparency to project lists and drawings
to a so.ale big enough for groups to see. It is much ike a flip
chart or Chalkboard except that you write with a rease-
pencil or felt tip pen and do not have to turn away frôn the
learners to write. These projectors also enable 'you t use
overlays of information' or additional parts as 'the lespn
progreises Transparencies are easy to make and store, c
be reused and can be prepared either in advance or durin
the lesson. Tile projector also is easy to use. Rules for using
overhead projectors are:

1, Prepare transparendes before presentation when pos
sibleand plan their introduction to reduce disruption.

2. If you imend to use the transparency again in the
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future, prepare it using a permanent ink felt tip pen.
3 As ou discuss the transparencies, point to the parts

of it you are using at any one time.

Models/Mock ups/CutathaiN

Models, mock-ups and cutawaYs are examples of real
objects that often are reduced or increased in size when
compared to the real object and that can be brought into
the instructional setting. Cutaways peovide a view of internal
construction not visible from outside. In some instances,
parts can be removed and manipulated. The idea is to show
the parts of the real object as well as the relationship of the
parts to each other,. Frequently they permit you as, an,
instructor to show how something works or is toperated

, and provide a simulated kperience to the learner. The
,

rules for using these aids are:

1. make sure the obfect iliustrates the points you want to
make...

2. Integrate it into the overall presentation to reinforce
information.

3. Try to provide learners an opportunity to Use the
materials or study them in more detail on an in
dividual basis.

Motion Pictures and Slides

Motion pictures and slide presentations enable you as
the instructor to provide learners with an opportunity to
examine processes, activities and products that cannot
otherwise be brought to the instructional setting. These
aids add realism to the instructional setting, draw attention
to important points, and can portray in -a matter of minutes
a sequence of activities that in actualpractice takes hours,
days or even months to accomplish. Xou will probably
need to rely on commercially produced motion pictures;
however, good slide presentations can be produced by
instructorS who are amateur photographers. Commercially
produced slide-tape presentations are also widely available.
Before using any motion picture or slide presentation you
will need to preview it. Other rules for using these aids are.

1. Based on your preview of the material, prepare a
listing of questions or.poInts that you want to raise
before, during or after showing the film or slide
presentation.

2. Familiarize yourself with the operation of the pro-
jector; pay panicularattention to how motion picture
projectors are. threaded and how to rewind the film.

3. Try to have an extra projector lamp bulb available at
the- time of theviewing, test the projector before the
instructional session begins.

-4 If you are preparing your own slide presentation, pay
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as much attention to developing your narration as
you do to the taking and selection of slides.

5 For commercially produced slide tape presentations,
feel free to stop the presentation and provide your

1 own elaboration at any point.

Step .3: Noting/Discussing Key Points

After using instructional aids in 'a presentation, you
should plan to raise, pertinent questions and discuss with
apprentices some of the points that were observed earlier
in previewing the materials. Many of these questions or the
subsequent discussions should be planned fix: as part of
the regular presentation. Make certain that the impression
upon the apprentices is not that the aid provides all they
need to know. Instructional aid materials integrated in a.
full lesson plan will help you to choose the questions .to
raise and the discussions for which you must plan. The aid
is only that, a supplemental aid.

Example

John Liurence was a carpenter who had been a related
subjects instructor for two years. During those two years
he felt_ that there were many occasions where his pre-
sentation Of information to apprentices could be enhanced
by pictures showing the application of the principles and
points he ,was addressing. He prepared some flip chart
diagrams for u0 in this regard, but didn't feel the appren-
tices viewed them as real examples. Laurence tried to
locate some audiovisual presentations which would show
the points he wanted to emphasize, but upon preViewing a
number of these he did not-believe-they v.iere suitable foi.
his needs As In amateur photographer, Laurence decided
he would try to develop his own slide ptesentations for use
in his classes. He asked his foreman if it would be all right if

he took some pictures on various job sites, and explained
to him the use he intended to make of the slides. Once
permission, was granted, he made it a point to keep.a
camel' in his car whenever he went to a job site, and to
take some pictures on a regular basis during lunch breaks
and after work. Over the next geveral montbs he was able
to takevictures of two houses under construction from the
start of framing until they were completely finished. The
pictures he took were primarily related to job safety and
applied matherriatics, two of the related subjeCts which he
taught. He reviewed his slides in relation to the content
matter outlined in his plan 'for instruction, and categorized
the slides by content applications He then developed a
series of short slide presentations to use at different times
during the year. Laurence found that his slide presentations
enabled him to give real visual examples of the points he
was trying to make in class. He immediately noticed that
the apprentices in his classes seemed more interested in
the subject matter when slides were used to provide
exaMples. In a short time, he concluded that the use of his
own slides was an excellent aid, in his related subjects
instruction, and he continued to take pictures to add to his
collection.

Additional Inktrmation

Most aids include direction for use Discussion of advan-
tages, disadvantages, and applications are available ip texts
such as:

A. S. Jones, L L bragford, and E. A Waller. Strategies For
Teaching. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, Inc.,11979.

a
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Self-Test Exercises . Step

Ansuer the following questions in the vace provided or
on C4 separate Work paper. Compare Jour aillwers with
those in tbe Appendix of t&; poOklet.
1. What characte,ristic is shared by dll instructional aids?

2. For What specific purposes should an . instructor preview
a motion picture or a film strip before projecting either
for apprentices?

Step 2

r'

Step 3
3. What is an overhead projector, and for what purposes

nzy it be^used in presenting information,or skills?

4. Select a' lesson to be tabght, u.sing an instructional
method that appears 5ppropriate. Now, describe in detail
the steps you would take to_ utilize a sound-slide film in
the presentation of the technical informatiOn pkinnedfor
in the lesson.

411.
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You must attend to the updating of instructional informa-
, tiOn, materials and examples throughout the related sub-
jects process, particularly in trades in which rapid advances
in technology are taking place. It is appropriate to schedule
discussions with on-thejob supervisors, employers, spon-
sors and- apprentices at regular intervals throughout the
instructional period to collect information. Further, it always

r

6. Skill: Modify Instruction Based
On Learrier Feedback

Intrqdution And Objectives

A skiljed cra is ever in the process of change. New
productS, near rocesses and new ideas are influential in
causing the s lls and knowledges needed by a skilled
craftswor be updared intO the sphere of modem
agpects of the occupation. This makes it critical for you as
an apprenticeship instructor to discuss with each apprentice
the characteristics of the actual on-the.job skills in which
the apprentice is engaged. Regular conference discussions,
counseling sessions and information exchange sessions-
provide an instructor of apprentices with current, useful
information. Through such devices and others such as the
use of tests, short quizzes, and visits to job sites, you may
gather sufficient information to regularly modify and update
the instructional materials used in apprenticeship training.
. The objectives of this section of Module *5 are to proyide

you, the apprenticeship instructor, with useful suggestions
concerning hoW to obtain information from apprentice-
learners and other sources. that may be helpful in main-
taining the instructional matenals at a high level pf currency.
At the conclusion of your work in this unit of material you
should be able tO: J

MoyeLwithconfidence into discussions with -the
apprentices to obtain from them information useful
in the proCess of,modifying instruction material.

2. Suggest procedures that may be useful to obtain
current information with regard to manufacturing
proceslbs, new materials and products, from which
subsequent modifications of the instructional materi.
als may be made.

When And Why To Use The Skill

is a good idea to review thoroughly all instructional activi-
ties and materials before their use to insure thatrthey. are
current and, appropriate to the task Remember that an
apprentices' commitment to related subjects instruction
lies in their perception of the relevance and usefulness of
the information to theirclliosen craft or trade.

f. Hoiv To Use The Skill

There are several procedures or techniques that you
should find useful in gathering information AO modify
instruction. These are noted in the following discussions as
a series of steps. However, any One procedure can be, and
often is, used independent of the other techniques.

Step I: Review Learner Responses to Applications and
Examples

SoMe f the best clues that an instructor may have tO the
usability and practicality of the skills, information and
concepts presented in the lessons often come from the
apprentices. Their responses to the example 'applications
provided by the instructor can indicate whether they feel
the examples currently apply to their trade. Furthermore,
when you ask your apprentices to indicate how they would'
apply a concept or infortnation on their jobs, the applica .
tions which they describe can give you new ideas about the
apprcpriateness of your examples.

With the modification of the instructional proiram in
mind, you as the apprenticeship Instructor should have
each apprentice search through the many operations and/or
practices of their skilledtrade or craft and supply to you a
detailed description' of how the concept, skill or informa-
tion is in fact being used on the job. The type of work being
done by individual apprentices probably will provide eacp
of them with applications different from those submitted
by other apprenticed. By having each apprentice suggest
illustrative applications of the skills and knowledges under
discussion, you will coilect valuable information about how
to modify instruction. Further, if you will record or note
the information, illustrations and examples ,suggested by
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apprentices, in subSequent presentations you will have
additional examples of illustrative applications of the related
instruction concepts and information.

As you review apprentice suggestions of specific current
applicatibils arid-examples offiformation and skill use in
the trade, you should analyze each response in order to
determine whether the learning of the key points has been
achieved by the apprentice(s). 'You may find that the
apprentices' responses indicate that they have learned
something not intended in the lesson, or have learned
extraneous and unimportant elements rather than the major
points and concepts When this happens, you will have an
active lead to follow for possible modification of the
'method of instruction or instructional materials.

Step 2: Visit Job Sites'

Perkxlic visits to job sites should provide you with much
valid and current information on processes and products
which are changing in the craft or trade. Using such
information often will influence you to coniider modifi-
cations of the curriculum, the adjustment of content in a
lesson, and even a change in die method of presenting key
points, skills and information. To the extent that time and
effort can be put into job site visitations, the currency of the
curriculum may be maintained with, considerable conk
dence. Also, the practicality of the method of instruction
may be noted on-site and the modification to the overall
curriculum may be effected.

Step 3: Apprentice niscussion

Instruction must serve the needs of apprentices while
providing the supervisor with the assurance that the appren-
tices in employment are in fact gaining bask information
and sldlls pertinent to their specific Occupations. Since each
apprentice is a unique indnidual, you always bear a respon
sibility for conducting frequent discussions, counseling
sessions and exchanges of information with each appren-
tice During .the course of those discussions you should
inquire about the skills the apprentice is learning or
performing on the job and, how.thdy have been able to
apply their related instruction to those skills.,You may find
it necessary to ask about specific applications which relate
to the apprentice's job activiiies. For example,..you Might
ask the apprentiCe, "Have you found'the information we
went over on (topic of related instruction) helpful to you in
(skill performed on the job)?" Such questions and sub-
sequent discussions will help you to determine which of
the following conditions exist:

.

I The apprenticeis learning and applying the related
instructional content as you had, planned;

2. The apprentice either does not understand the con-
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tent matter or how to apply it to job activities,
3. The apprentice is using another procedure which

may be either more efficient or less efficient than
what was taught in related instruction.

Regardless of which of the above situations actually exists,
it is extremely important that you find out so that you can
modify the related instruction accordingly.

Stepik,Quizzes and Tests

The utilization of written quizzes and tests is always a
valuable source of information for the apprenticeship
instructor in estimating and in assessing the level of under-
standing and the acquisition of skills and knowledges by
the apprentices. Unfortunately, some instructors view quiz-
ies and tests solely as a means to rate or grade apprentices.
In contrast to this,.the most effective instructors see that
quizzes and tests provide them with a method for monitor-
ing and improving the effectiveness of instruction. From
such quizzes and tests, you can determine the successes
and limitations being achieved by the apprentices and the

' extent to- which the knowledge and skills have been
learned. Where extensive successes are noted as the results
of the quizzes and tests, no changes may be needed in the
lesson plan,, the method of presentation or the actual
curriculum content of the lesson. However, where lack of
success is evident by certain of the apprentices (as revealed
by the quizzes and tests), you should take immediate steps
to corisult with the respective apprentices pncerning the
difficulty. Should the consultation reveal thai the method
used in the presentation did not effectively present the
information in a manner which the.apprentice could under-
stand and apply, you should take the necessity steps to
modify the curriculum content of the lesson and probably
the method of presentation of the skills andinformation. As
the instructor, you should seek more complete and detailed
information and direction from Module *9 "Evaluating
Apprentice Izarning." That module will provide you with a
wide variety of procedures and skills in the assessmerit of
desirable apprentice knowledges and skills.

Example

Fred Whitney, a related subjects instructor in auto re-
finishing, was concerned that the illustrative example§ he
used in his ipstructiOn were not adequately arousing the
apprentices' interest. In discussion with the apprentices, he .
found that they viewed the illustrations as pot being real.
After giving this matter some thought he deverped the
following .strategy. Whenever he assigned problem to the
apprentices, they were to solve each problem and also
write a similar problem which was based on their own
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on-the-job experience. This served two purposes. First, it
enabled Whitney to see if the apprentices ynderstood the
principle or procedure well enough to generalize its applfr
cation to another appropriate situation. Secondly, it pro-
vided Whitney with a selection of sample problems co use
in sessions. When using these problems, NX.thitney made it a
point to tell his apprenticetho presented the problem to
him. lEfy doing so he was able to emphasize that the
problem was a real one. He also found that the apprentices
liked to know whose problem it vvas just to see if they
kpew the person.

Self-Test Exercises

Answer tbe followin,g questions in the vaee provided or
on separate work paper Compare your answers4witb those
in the Appendix of this booklet.

1. List the procedures and/or devices which you might use
during the presentation of a lesson to reassure yourself
'that apprentice learning is taking place.

t s

2. Assume that you are conducting an instructor-supervised
demonstration of the use of a milling machine to cut
gear teeth. Describe the steps you wobld take with a
group of three apprentices to obtain verbal feedback

. from each pf them.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

4k

s,
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Answers To Self-Test Exercises

2. SKILL: Plan To Present Information In The Related
Subjects Erperlince

1. Regardless of exact content of your outline, you should
have attended to at least 5 or 6 of the following steps:

a. Determine appropriateness of information
b. Determine limits of new infonnation
c. Note principal points to be taught as well as support.

ing lflustrations/materials .

d. Seek out and arrange for use of appropriate equip-
ment and instructional materials

e. Decide on methods for presenting information
f. Consider how you will assess the results of the session

3. SKILL Introduce Lespri And Provide aear
Evectatrons And Directions For Apprentice
Activity And Outcomes

1. Points for giving directions are:

a. decide exactly what you want apprentices to do
b. command attention before explaining
c. speak clearly, loudly and in appropriate language
d. explain object of lesson
e. be sure that learners understand directions
f. provide written copy of difficult directions, if necessary

2. a. The, dirctions should be discussed before aCtivity
began to be sure that.learners understand them and
the object of the lessoh

b. The directions should have been discussed and
postedfor easy reference

3. Be certain that you attended to each of the Considerations
listed in question *1 of this skill

4. SKILL Vary Methods For Presenting Information

1. a. Denionstration shows how to operate/perform acti-
vity; experience; holds attention; reduces trial and
error; illustrates application

b. Discussion share information and instructions; in-
volve learners; consider examples/applications

c. Role Play: activity involves learner in simulated situa-

*1

=4

tion; helps learners understand a problem from some-
one else's perspective.

d. Lecture - controlled presentation of information;
introduce information not in piint;

e. Individualized Instruction - assume individual respon-
sitiility; selfpaced; assist individual needs; mod g;

see progress; increase attention

2. a. demonstration
b. lecture
c. lecture or discussion
cl. individualized instniction

5. SKILL Use Instructional Aids In Presenting Information

1. Characteristic they must attract and focus attention

2. To determine the content of the material, the required
level of understanding of apprentices, the usefulness of
the materials, and to decide how to use them as related
subjects instruction. t

3. A projector that permits showing Of images that have
been prepared on transparencies. Advantages are that it
is flexible; easy to use; materials can be prepared in
advance or as you talk. It can be used to stress or-note
major points. .

4. Step 1: Secure equipment; textIOView material for use;
decide how to use in inStruction; rehearse use in
class

Step 2: Introduce and use in iritructional setting
Step 3: Provide, for questions and discussion of major

points; repeat parts as necessary

6 map Modify Instruction Based On Learner Feedback

1. Question apprentices about examples or illustrations;
ask apprentices to provide examples; quizzes;

2. Among the-things you should consider are:
,.. ,

a.. AsIdng learner to paraphrase .the infOrmation you
presented

b. AsIdng learners to offer apPlications and examples or
illustrations from their employment that utilize the
skills being taught

c.. Ask learners to demonstrate and describe the skill
d; Give a quiz or test _

ast

;
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Posttest

Directions. Read the fullouing questions and urite your answers in the .soaces provided. Check your answers with the
suggested ansuers that fulluu the questiun.s. If yuu answer at least 70percent of the questions Lorrectly, move on to Module
#6 If not; repeat the sections of this module with which you had the Mast difficult)!

1 What are the major steps in planning an instructional lesson?

2 List at least five reasons why directions are misunderstood.

3 When should written directions be provided in addition to oral directions?

4. List five different methods or procedures for providing instruction.

5. For what type of learning orskills development is role playing best suited?

6. What is the recommended final step following the presentation of information?

I 7.,



7. List at least four reasons for preViewing audiovisual materials,

8. What are two advantages of flip chaits over chalkboards?

-9 List three methodslor obtaining information for use in modifying instruction.

0'

. Appendix 27

9.
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Answers To Posttest

1. a. Determining the, appropriateness of information.
b. Determining the limits of information.
c. Noting the points to be taught and supporting

illustrations.
d. Deciding on instructional, procedures.
e. Arranging for equipment and materials.
f Considering how to assess results of the session.

2. Your reasons should have included five 'of the following:
a. Directions not clearly thought out before being given.
b. Diregions not heard or not heard clearly.
c. Person receiving the directions was not listening or not paying attention.
d. Directions included terms or languages not understood. 0
e. No opportunity to get clarification of directions.
f. Directions WO complex to be remembered.
g. Written directions not provided or available.

3. Written directions should be provided when the directions are Complicated, difficult' to follow or cover a series of
,

4. Your answeNhould hiire included five of the followin :

a. Demonstration
b. Discussion
c. Individualized instruction
d Lecture
e. Role playing-
f. Audio and visual presentations
g. Individual or group problem solving

5. Role plapng is best suited for developing interpersonal skills and increasing peoples' understanding of social behaviors.

^

6. The recommended final step is to summarize the key points and provide'folloow-on activities.

7. Your ansWer should have inlcuded four of the following reasons for previewing audio-visual materials.
a. To determine the content. .

b.' To determine the level of understanding/knowledge required to benefit from the material.
c. To integrate the material into the overall lesson.
d. To make sure it is in good condition.
e. To note key points for further diicussion. ,

f., To determine its usefulness.

8. Your answer should have included two of the following:
a. Opportunity to prepare material beforehand outside of the instructional area
b. Opportunity to save the information for subsequent reference or use
c, Mobility

9. Your answer should have included three of the following:
a. Reviewing learners' responses to illustrative applications
b. Visits to job sites
c. Discussions with apprentices
d. Quizzes and tests

L)



Answers To Posttest

1 b

2. Nwrk processes.

3. a.

-4 - They are not directly ub:,ervable and hence do not quaM, as descriptors of Work activities.

5. \ Data, Things,'People.

6. c.

7. des'red outcomes and designated target groups.

8: a, c, .
;.

9 On the job instrut.tion best suited in job situations where knowledges and skills can (a) be learned from direct
observationtof job performance, .(b) be learned from trial and error experience and (c) where learner errors are not
overly costly.

10. Credit for previous experience may be assigned by

-a. Performance ratings.
b. Credjt for prior supervised work experience.
c Results of competency tests.

11. a. Locate one or more technologies likely to change in near future..
b. etermine skills implications for' present apprenticeship program.
c. Revise work' processes to account for changing skills requirements.


